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Introduction

In this report, we introduce an approach to identifying regression bug by matching program traces. Such an approach is originally developed for evaluating our feedback-based
debugging work [4] in which we aims to categorize the steps on a buggy execution trace
into either correct step, wrong-variable-value step, or wrong-path step.
Original Scenario Given a method, m, and one of its passed test cases, t, we mutate
a line of code in m to generate m0 to kill t. Therefore, running the test case t on m and
m0 generates two traces tracem and tracem0 . Clearly, tracem0 is a “wrong” trace. In the
work of [4], we need to further know (1) which steps in tracem0 is wrong and (2) how
they are wrong. With our proposed trace matching approach, we can match the steps
in tracem and tracem0 so that we know each step in tracem0 is either correct, has wrong
variable value, or should be never executed (wrong-path). With the simulated feedbacks
(i.e., correct, wrong-variable-value, or wrong-path) on steps of tracem0 , our debugging
work [4] can iteratively recommend the suspicious steps on tracem0 based on control and
data flow. If we can finally recommend the step running into the mutated line in m0 , our
debugging work is proved to be effective in such a case.
Extension When we regard a mutation as the introduction (or injection) of a bug into
original program, the above scenario can be interpreted into the scenario of locating a
regression bug. Compared to existing fault localization work to report the bug in terms
of source code line [1, 2, 5, 6, 7], this approach support:
• Execution Replay: With the trace, the developer is able to replay the execution
and check when the bug happens during the execution. Suppose the bug lies in
certain line inside a loop, and the defect only happens after several loop iterations,
the developer can understand how the bug happens in grain of step instead of line
of code.
• Causality Explanation: We can generate a causality chain to explain how the
defect is propagated to the revealed fault.
In the following, we introduce the approach details 2 and the follow-up research questions to be addressed for its application on identifying regression bug ??.
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Approach

In this section, we start with modelling an execution trace. Then, we introduce the
solution. This section ends with an open research question.
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Figure 1: Trace Model
Figure 1 shows the meta model we use to describe a trace. In Figure 1, a trace
contains a number of steps. Each step corresponds to an executed source code line,
which can define (i.e., write) or use (i.e., read) some variables. Given a variable var, if
var is defined by step s1 while used by step s2 , then we say that step s1 data dominates
s2 on var. In addition, the variable var is called as the attributed variable of the
data dominance relation. On the other hand, given a conditional statement con stat, if
con stat is executed in step s1 while the evaluation value of con stat (i.e., true or false)
decides the execution of step s2 , then we say that step s1 control dominates s2 . Given
two steps s1 and s2 , if s1 control or data dominates s2, then we say that s1 is control or
data dominator of s2 , and s2 is the control or data daminatee of s1 . In addition, we
say that s1 is the contextual parent of s2 if either of following conditions happens:
• Loop Parent: s1 starts a loop iteration l, and s2 is executed in l but not in any
nested loop iteration or method invocation in l.
• Invocation Parent: s1 starts a method invocation m and s2 is executed in m but
not in any nested method invocation or loop iteration in m.
The contextual parent-child relation can organize our trace into a step tree, in which
the root is the entry method and the leaves are the steps invoking no method or starting
no loop iteration. Given a step, we define its layer on step tree as its abstract level. By
default, the abstract level of the entry method is 0.

2.2

Solution

Given a trace for a buggy program, its steps must fall into either of the following three
cases: (1) correct step, (2) steps with variable of wrong value, and (2) steps which should
not be executed. If we are aware of the above information, we can debug on the trace in
a backward manner, i.e., we trace back to and report the very first incorrect step by data
and control dominance relation. We propose trace match approach to this end.
In our approach, we match step tree represented by contextual parent-child relation
instead of a step sequence in trace. The benefits of tree-matching lie in that:
• Keep Boundary The contextual parent-child relation confines syntactic boundary
so that our matching results will never across the iterations or method invocations.
• Improve Accuracy The number of direct children of a contextual parent is much
smaller than that of a trace. Matching in smaller range greatly improves the accuracy of applying existing matching algorithm such as LCS [3].
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In general, we adopt the matching procedure in a top-down manner as showed in
Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 takes as input the roots of an original tree and a buggy tree and
return a set of pairs representing matching results. A pair pair =< o, b > is represented
by a node in original tree pair.o and a node in buggy tree pair.b. Either pair.o or pair.b
can be , which means that a step cannot be matched.
Algorithm 1 tree match
Require: root node of original tree rooto , root node of buggy tree rootb
Ensure: a set of match pair listpair
1: listpair ← ∅;
2: childreno ← retrieve direct children list of rooto ;
3: childrenb ← retrieve direct children list of rootb ;
4: pairs ← LCS(childreno , childrenb );
5: for each pair pair ∈ pairs do
S
6:
listpair ← listpair
{pair};
7:
if ¬( ∈ pair) then
match(pair.o, pair.b);
8:
sublistpair ← tree S
9:
listpair ← listpair sublistpair ;
10:
end if
11: end for
12: return listpair ;

Given two roots, in order to take the step execution order into consideration, we match
their direct children by a dynamic programming algorithm such as LCS [3] (line 4). The
trace step similarity in LCS is based on some heuristics such as source code line and
visited variable names. If two nodes (steps) are matched, we further proceed to match
their children with the same tree-matching procedure (line 7–9). Such a matching process
is conducted until all the nodes on trees have been traversed.
Pair Category
categories:

In the perspective of the buggy trace, we categorize the pairs into three

• Pure Match: A step in buggy trace can be matched to a step in original trace,
and all their reachable variables along with their values are exactly the same.
• Impure Match: A step in buggy trace can be matched to a step in original trace,
but the values of some of their reachable variables are different.
• Missing Match: A step in buggy trace cannot be matched to any step in original
trace.
Clearly, we can derive the correct step, wrong-variable-value step, and wrong-path
step from the above match category correspondingly. Noteworthy, for impure match, we
may further match the reachable variables in original step and buggy step. Since variables
can be represented by a graph, we leverage a similar algorithm like Algorithm 1 to match
variables so that we can identify which variable is of wrong value.
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